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Using Portfolio Assets to 
Access Liquidity 
We believe a good wealth management strategy prepares for planned 
and unexpected liquidity needs. In our experience, one of the most 
flexible liquidity options may be borrowing against the value of your 
own taxable non-retirement investments versus selling appreciated 
assets that may trigger an unwelcome taxable event. Securities-
based lending (SBL) and margin accounts allow investors simple, 
convenient access to a line of credit using their investments as 
collateral at what are typically lower interest rates than many other 
traditional borrowing sources, such as a conventional bank loans, 
home equity lines of credit or credit cards. 

Use the Value of Your Investments to Access 
Cash Without Selling 

Types of taxable non-retirement investments in eligible brokerage 
and advisory accounts, both discretionary and non-discretionary, 
that may qualify as collateral include mutual funds, ETFs, stocks and 
bonds. The amount you can borrow depends on the securities you 
pledge as collateral and generally works best with well-diversified 
portfolios. Individuals have two account options available, which 
have different terms, so depending on your situation, your KAR 
Wealth Advisor can help you select the most appropriate line of 
credit for your liquidity needs. SBL accounts allow borrowing against 
non-retirement assets to establish a line of credit. Margin accounts 
also allow borrowing against non-retirement assets to establish a 
line of credit, but also allow the purchase of securities to leverage 
investment opportunities. SBL and margin loans can be used for 
many purposes and may prepare you for future and unexpected 
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expenses. Having quick access to credit can help investors avoid selling appreciated assets to raise cash, 
especially at an inopportune time and depleting the portfolio’s growth potential. During times of historically 
low interest rates, investment income may be greater than interest costs, making lines of credit an option 
to meet short-term liquidity needs. 
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Examples of When Margin Lending Can Provide 
Purchasing Power When You Need It
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Broad Eligibility, Quick Access, No Fees, Easy Terms

Some reasons SBLs and margin accounts are considered over other loans include broad eligibility, easy 
approval with limited paperwork, no closing costs or other fees, quick access, and easy repayment terms. 
A credit check may be required for SBLs, but generally financial statements and tax returns are not part 
of the simple application process. SBLs and margin accounts are typically considered lower-cost cash flow 
solutions for clients since securities in investment portfolios serve as collateral and the competitive rates are 
set as spreads to the 1-month Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR), making the rates lower than most 
comparable borrowing options. Once the account is approved, which is typically within a few days or less, the 
investor can access the loan or line immediately or have the peace of mind that it is available at any time in 
the future when liquidity needs may arise. Repayment terms are flexible in both SBL and margin accounts. 
Keep in mind that you will not pay any interest to maintain and keep the account open and ready to access 
when needed. Interest is paid only when funds are advanced from the line. 
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Know the Risks

Before deciding to borrow against your investment portfolio as a cash solution, it is important to know 
the risks. As a rule, it is good to borrow less than the maximum available to you in the event of a market 
downturn. Since SBLs and margin loans are made against the securities in an investment portfolio, they 
will fluctuate with the market. If the market goes down, the value of your securities may decline and the 
lender has the right to increase collateral requirements, which may allow the lender, at their discretion, to 
sell securities in the account to pay off the loan, which can result in unexpected tax consequences. Interest 
rates also may rise, increasing the cost of the loan. While there is no principal payment schedule, paying 
the interest as it is charged to the account is recommended to consistently reduce the credit balance. Your 
KAR Wealth Advisor can help provide a repayment plan that aligns with your financial situation and can also 
discuss other risks and market scenarios that may impact your long-term goals.
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Bridging a Financial Liquidity Need Example 

A retired couple may be ready to 
purchase their dream home and 
are competing for properties in 
a hot real estate market where 
a cash offer is advantageous. A 
line of credit could help bridge 
the cost of buying the new 
home versus waiting to sell 
the current home and using 
the cash from that sale for the 
new home purchase, which 
may no longer be available in 
fast-moving real estate markets. 
The margin loan is repaid upon 
the sale of the original home 
and allows the buyers to move 
quickly and access liquidity 
when other options may not be 
available or would take too long to process. Most traditional lenders will not allow individuals who do not have regular 
recurring income to apply for a loan, even though they have excellent credit ratings and plentiful investment assets to 
cover the entire cost of new purchases. This is one scenario where using a non-retirement investment portfolio for short-
term borrowing provides fast, convenient access to cash at a lower cost than most conventional loans.
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This report is based on the assumptions and analysis made and believed to be reasonable by Kayne Anderson Rudnick Investment Management, LLC (“Advisor”). However, 
no assurance can be given that Advisor’s opinions or expectations will be correct. This report is intended for informational purposes only and should not be considered a 
recommendation or solicitation to purchase securities. The information provided here should not be considered to be tax advice and all investors should consult their tax 
professional about the specifics of their own tax situation to determine any proper course of action for them. KAR does not provide tax advice and nothing herein should be 
construed as tax advice and information presented here may not be true or applicable for all income tax situations. Tax laws can and frequently do change and KAR does 
not undertake to update this should any changes occur. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Kayne Anderson Rudnick is an investment firm specializing in high-quality investment 
and wealth management strategies. The firm has over a 30-year history serving a 
diverse client base that includes high-net-worth individuals, corporations, endowments, 
foundations, public entities, taft-hartley clients and mutual funds. Kayne Anderson Rudnick 
is known for its commitment to high-quality investment strategies and business practices. 
For more information, please visit www.kayne.com.

This article is intended to be a brief and simplified introduction to using portfolio securities to access cash 
and should not be used as the basis for a decision to use line of credit borrowing. Your KAR Wealth Advisor 
can discuss the detailed risks, types of accounts that are eligible and the pros and cons of margin borrowing 
compared with other lending options. It is important to understand the mechanics of securities-based 
lending and margin accounts to determine whether it’s appropriate for your short-term cash needs and 
overall investment goals and objectives.
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